ﺷﻤﺎره ﻣﺠﻮز.................... :

ﻧﻮﺑﺖ .........
ﺷﺮﻛﺖ ﭘﺎﻻﻳﺶ ﻧﻔﺖ اﻣﺎم ﺧﻤﻴﻨﻲ )ره( ﺷﺎزﻧﺪ »ﺳﻬﺎﻣﻲ ﻋﺎم«

»ﺗﺠﺪﻳﺪ آﮔﻬﻲ ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔﻲ ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ ﻛﻨﻨﺪﮔﺎن و ﺗﺎﻣﻴﻦﻛﻨﻨﺪﮔﺎن«
ﺷﺮﻛﺖ ﭘﺎﻻﻳﺶ ﻧﻔﺖ اﻣﺎم ﺧﻤﻴﻨﻲ )ره( ﺷﺎزﻧﺪ در ﻧﻈﺮ دارد ﻛﺎﻻﻫﺎي ﻣﻮﺿﻮع ﺑﻨﺪ »ﻳﻚ« آﮔﻬﻲ ﺣﺎﺿﺮ را از ﻃﺮﻳﻖ ﺑﺮﮔﺰاري ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼـﻪ ﻋﻤـﻮﻣﻲ دو ﻣﺮﺣﻠـﻪاي از ﺗﻮﻟﻴـﺪ
ﻛﻨﻨﺪه  /ﺗﺎﻣﻴﻦ ﻛﻨﻨﺪه واﺟﺪ ﺷﺮاﻳﻂ ﺧﺮﻳﺪاري و ﺗﺎﻣﻴﻦ ﻧﻤﺎﻳﺪ.
 (1ﻣﻮﺿﻮع ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ
اﻟﻒ( ﺷﺮح ﻣﺨﺘﺼﺮ ﻛﺎﻻ
ردﻳﻒ

ﺷﻤﺎره ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ
RND-9818235-MY
)ﺗﺠﺪﻳﺪ آﮔﻬﻲ(

1

ﺷﺮح ﻣﺨﺘﺼﺮ ﻛﺎﻻ

ﻣﻘﺪار/ﺗﻌﺪاد

ﻛﺎﺗﺎﻟﻴﺴﺖ R.F.C.C

 5000ﺗﻦ

ﺑﺮآورد ﻫﺰﻳﻨﻪ

ﻣﺒﻠﻎ ﺗﻀﻤﻴﻦ ﺷﺮﻛﺖ در

اﻧﺠﺎم ﻣﻮﺿﻮع ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ )رﻳﺎل(

ﻓﺮآﻳﻨﺪ ارﺟﺎع ﻛﺎر )رﻳﺎل(

1,500,000,000,000

26,700,000,000

ب( ﺷﺮاﻳﻂ اوﻟﻴﻪ ﻣﺘﻘﺎﺿﻲ
 -1داﺷﺘﻦ ﺷﺨﺼﻴﺖ ﺣﻘﻮﻗﻲ ،ﺷﻤﺎره اﻗﺘﺼﺎدي ،ﺗﻮاﻧﺎﻳﻲ ﻣﺎﻟﻲ ،ﺳﺎﺑﻘﻪ ﻛﺎر ﻣﻔﻴﺪ و ﻣﺮﺗﺒﻂ ﺑﺎ ﻣﻮﺿﻮع ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ.
 -2داﺷﺘﻦ ﻛﺪ ﻣﻠﻲ/ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻪ ﻣﻠﻲ ﺟﻬﺖ ﺷﺮﻛﺖ در ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ اﻟﺰاﻣﻲ اﺳﺖ.
 -3داﺷﺘﻦ ﺣﺴﻦ ﺳﺎﺑﻘﻪ و اراﺋﻪ ﮔﻮاﻫﻴﻨﺎﻣﻪﻫﺎي ﻣﻮرد ﻧﻈﺮ از ﺧﺮﻳﺪاران ﻗﺒﻠﻲ و اﻋﻼم اﺳﺎﻣﻲ ﺧﺮﻳﺪاران ﻗﺒﻠﻲ در ﺻﻮرت ﻟﺰوم.
 -4ﺗﻮاﻧﺎﺋﻲ اراﺋﻪ ﺗﻀﻤﻴﻦ ﺷﺮﻛﺖ در ﻓﺮآﻳﻨﺪ ارﺟﺎع ﻛﺎر )در ﺻﻮرت ﺗﺎﺋﻴﺪ در ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔﻲ ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪﮔﺮان( و ﻫﻤﭽﻨﻴﻦ ﺗﻀﻤﻴﻦ اﻧﺠﺎم ﺗﻌﻬﺪات )در ﺻﻮرت ﺑﺮﻧﺪه ﺷﺪن در
ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ( ﻣﻄﺎﺑﻖ آﺋﻴﻦﻧﺎﻣﻪ ﺗﻀﻤﻴﻦ ﺑﺮاي ﻣﻌﺎﻣﻼت دوﻟﺘﻲ ﻣﻮﺿﻮع ﺗﺼﻮﻳﺐﻧﺎﻣﻪ ﻫﻴﺄت وزﻳﺮان ﺑﻪ ﺷﻤﺎره /123402ت ﻣﻮرخ .1394/09/22
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داﺷﺘﻦ ﺻﻮرﺗﻬﺎي ﻣﺎﻟﻲ ﺣﺴﺎﺑﺮﺳﻲ ﺷﺪه ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﺳﺎزﻣﺎن ﺣﺴﺎﺑﺮﺳﻲ ﻳﺎ اﻋﻀﺎء ﺟﺎﻣﻌﻪ ﺣﺴﺎﺑﺪاران رﺳﻤﻲ ،ﻣﻄﺎﺑﻖ ﺑﺎ ﻣﺎده  2آﻳﻴﻦﻧﺎﻣﻪ راﻫﻜﺎرﻫﺎي اﻓﺰاﻳﺶ ﺿﻤﺎﻧﺖ اﺟﺮاﺋﻲ و ﺗﻘﻮﻳﺖ ﺣﺴﺎﺑﺮﺳﻲ ،ﺟﻬﺖ ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ ردﻳﻒ »«1

اﻟﺰاﻣﻲ ﻣﻲﺑﺎﺷﺪ.

 (2ﻧﺎم و ﻧﺸﺎﻧﻲ دﺳﺘﮕﺎه ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪﮔﺰار
ﺷﺮﻛﺖ ﭘﺎﻻﻳﺶ ﻧﻔﺖ اﻣﺎم ﺧﻤﻴﻨﻲ )ره( ﺷﺎزﻧﺪ واﻗﻊ در اﺳﺘﺎن ﻣﺮﻛﺰي ،اراك -ﻛﻴﻠﻮﻣﺘﺮ 20ﺟﺎده ﺑﺮوﺟﺮد.
 (3ﻣﻬﻠﺖ و ﻣﺤﻞ درﻳﺎﻓﺖ ﻓﺮﻣﻬﺎي اﺳﺘﻌﻼم ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔﻲ
ﻣﺘﻘﺎﺿــﻴﺎﻧﻲ ﻛــﻪ داراي ﺷــﺮاﻳﻂ اوﻟﻴــﻪ )ﺑﻨــﺪ ب( ﺑــﻮده و آﻣــﺎدﮔﻲ ﻻزم ﺟﻬــﺖ اﻧﺠــﺎم ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼــﻪ ﻣــﺬﻛﻮر را دارﻧــﺪ ،ﻣــﻲﺗﻮاﻧﻨــﺪ ﭘــﺲ از اﻧﺘﺸــﺎر آﮔﻬــﻲ ﻧﻮﺑــﺖ
دوم ) 3روز ﭘﺲ از اﻧﺘﺸﺎر آﮔﻬﻲ ﻧﻮﺑﺖ اول( ﺑﻪ ﻣﺪت  5روزﻛﺎري ﺿﻤﻦ ارﺳﺎل ﺗﻘﺎﺿﺎي ﺷﺮﻛﺖ در ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ ﻣﻮرد ﻧﻈﺮ از ﻃﺮﻳـﻖ ﻧﻤـﺎﺑﺮ021-61623660و ،086-33672013
ﻓﺮﻣﻬﺎي اﺳﺘﻌﻼم ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔﻲ را از ﭘﺎﻳﮕﺎه اﻳﻨﺘﺮﻧﺘﻲ اﻳﻦ ﺷﺮﻛﺖ ﺑﻪ آدرس  WWW.IKORC.IRدرﻳﺎﻓﺖ و ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس آن ﻣﺪارك ﻻزﻣﻪ را ﺗﻜﻤﻴﻞ و ﺻﺮﻓﺎً ﺑـﺮ روي ﻟـﻮح ﻓﺸـﺮده
) (CDﺑﻪ اﻳﻦ ﺷﺮﻛﺖ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ ﻳﺎ ارﺳﺎل ﻧﻤﺎﻳﻨﺪ.
 (4زﻣﺎن و ﻣﺤﻞ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ اﺳﻨﺎد ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔﻲ )ﺗﻜﻤﻴﻞ ﺷﺪه ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻣﺘﻘﺎﺿﻴﺎن(
زﻣﺎن ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ اﺳﻨﺎد ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔﻲ ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪﮔﺮان 2 ،ﻫﻔﺘﻪ ﭘﺲ از آﺧﺮﻳﻦ ﻣﻬﻠﺖ ارﺳﺎل ﺗﻘﺎﺿﺎي ﺷﺮﻛﺖ درﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ ﻣﻲﺑﺎﺷﺪ .ﺿﻤﻨﺎً ﻣﺤﻞ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ ﻳﺎ ارﺳﺎل ﻟﻮح ﻓﺸﺮده )(CD
ﺣﺎوي ﻓﺮﻣﻬﺎ و ﻣﺪارك ﺗﻜﻤﻴﻞ ﺷﺪه ،ﺑﻪ ﻧﺸﺎﻧﻲ اراك -ﻛﻴﻠﻮﻣﺘﺮ 20ﺟﺎده ﺑﺮوﺟﺮد -ﺳﻪ راﻫﻲ ﺷﺎزﻧﺪ -ﺷﺮﻛﺖ ﭘﺎﻻﻳﺶ ﻧﻔﺖ اﻣﺎم ﺧﻤﻴﻨﻲ )ره( ﺷﺎزﻧﺪ– اداره ﺗﺪارﻛﺎت و اﻣـﻮر ﻛـﺎﻻ–
ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎن ب -ﻃﺒﻘﻪ ﻫﻤﻜﻒ اﺗﺎق  -121ﻛﺪﭘﺴﺘﻲ  38671-41111ﺗﻠﻔﻦ33492840:و  086-33492916ﻣﻲﺑﺎﺷﺪ .ﺑﺪﻳﻬﻲ اﺳﺖ ﺑﻪ ﻣﺪارك ارﺳـﺎﻟﻲ ﺑﻌـﺪ از ﻣﻬﻠـﺖ ﻣﻘـﺮر
ﺗﺮﺗﻴﺐ اﺛﺮ داده ﻧﺨﻮاﻫﺪ ﺷﺪ ﺿﻤﻨﺎً دادن ﭘﻴﺸﻨﻬﺎد و اراﺋﻪ اﺳﻨﺎد و ﻣﺪارك ﻫﻴﭽﮕﻮﻧﻪ ﺣﻘﻲ ﺑﺮاي ﻣﺘﻘﺎﺿﻲ اﻳﺠﺎد ﻧﻤﻲﻛﻨﺪ .ﻻزم ﺑﺬﻛﺮ اﺳﺖ دﺳﺘﮕﺎه ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪﮔﺰار ﭘﺲ از وﺻﻮل ﻟـﻮح
ﻓﺸﺮده ﺣﺎوي اﺳﻨﺎد ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔﻲ ﻇﺮف ﻣﺪت  1ﻣﺎه ﻧﺴﺒﺖ ﺑﻪ اﻋﻼم اﺳﺎﻣﻲ واﺟﺪﻳﻦ ﺷﺮاﻳﻂ اﻗﺪام ﺧﻮاﻫﺪ ﻧﻤﻮد.
ﺗﻮﺟﻪ :ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪﮔﺮان ﻧﺨﺴﺖ ﺑﺎ ﻣﺮاﺟﻌﻪ ﺑﻪ ﺳﺎﻳﺖ اﻳﻦ ﺷﺮﻛﺖ )ﻫﻤﺰﻣﺎن ﺑﺎ اﻧﺘﺸﺎر آﮔﻬﻲ ﻧﻮﺑﺖ دوم( ﻣﻲﺑﺎﻳﺴﺖ  2ﺑﺮگ ﻓﺮم ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔﻲ را اﺧـﺬ و ﭘـﺲ از ﺗﻜﻤﻴـﻞ ﺑـﻪ ﻫﻤـﺮاه
ﻣﺪارك ﻣﺮﺑﻮﻃﻪ ،ﺻﺮﻓﺎً ﺑﺮ روي ﻟﻮح ﻓﺸﺮده ) (CDدرج و در ﻣﻮﻋﺪ ﻣﻘﺮر ﺑﻪ آدرس اﻳﻦ ﺷﺮﻛﺖ ارﺳﺎل ﻳﺎ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ ﻧﻤﺎﻳﻨﺪ ،اﻳﻦ ﺷﺮﻛﺖ ﻧﻴـﺰ ﭘـﺲ از ارزﻳـﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔـﻲ ﻣﺘﻘﺎﺿـﻴﺎن ،از
ﺷﺮﻛﺘﻬﺎﻳﻲ ﻛﻪ ﺣﺪاﻗﻞ اﻣﺘﻴﺎز ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﻗﺒﻮل را ﻛﺴﺐ ﻧﻤﻮده ﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪ ،ﺟﻬﺖ درﻳﺎﻓﺖ اﺳﻨﺎد ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ دﻋﻮت ﺑﻌﻤﻞ ﺧﻮاﻫﺪ آورد.
آدرس اﻳﻨﺘﺮﻧﺘﻲWWW.IKORC.IR :

رواﺑﻂ ﻋﻤﻮﻣﻲ ﺷﺮﻛﺖ ﭘﺎﻻﻳﺶ ﻧﻔﺖ اﻣﺎم ﺧﻤﻴﻨﻲ )ره( ﺷﺎزﻧﺪ

ﭼﺎپ اول  :ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ  99/03/20روزﻧﺎﻣﻪ ﮔﺴﺘﺮش ﺻﻤﺖ
ﭼﺎپ دوم :ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ  99/03/24روزﻧﺎﻣﻪ ﮔﺴﺘﺮش ﺻﻤﺖ
 آﺧﺮﻳﻦ ﻣﻬﻠﺖ اﻋﻼم آﻣﺎدﮔﻲ ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻓﺎﻛﺲ ﺗﺎ ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ  99/03/31ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﺪ و ﻣﺘﻌﺎﻗﺒﺎٌ ﺷﺮﻛﺘﻬﺎﻳﻲ
ﻛﻪ اﻋﻼم آﻣﺎدﮔﻲ ﻧﻤﻮدﻧﺪ ﺗﺎ ﭘﺎﻳﺎن وﻗﺖ اداري روز دوﺷﻨﺒﻪ ﻣﻮرخ  99/04/16ﻣﻬﻠﺖ دارﻧﺪ CD
ارزﻳﺎﺑﻲ ﻛﻴﻔﻲ را ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس ﻣﺪارك ﭘﻴﻮﺳﺖ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ ﻧﻤﺎﻳﻨﺪ.

ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺼﻪ ﻋﻤﻮﻣﻲ دو ﻣﺮﺣﻠﻪاي ﺷﻤﺎرهRND-9818235-MY :

ﺷﻤﺎره ﺻﻔﺤﻪ :

ﻣﺸﺨﺼﺎت ﻓﻨﻲ و اﻃﻼﻋﺎت ﻣﺮﺑﻮﻃﻪ:

ردﻳﻒ

واﺣﺪ

ﺷـــــــﺮح ﻛﺎﻻ

ﻣﻘﺪار

CATALYST FOR R.F.C.C UNIT
(According to“Technical Specifications for
” Supply of RFCC Catalyst

1

MT

5000

اﻟﺰاﻣﺎت ﻓﺮوﺷﻨﺪه:
 -1ﻣﻌﻴﺎر وزن ﻫﺮ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪ وزن ﻛﺎﺗﺎﻟﻴﺴﺖ ﺧﺸﻚ ) (Dry Basisﻣﻲ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ ﻟﺬا درﺻﺪ وزﻧﻲ ﻣﻮاد ﻓـﺮار ) (Loss on Ignition @ 800° C , 2hr

در ﻫﺮ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪ ارﺳﺎﻟﻲ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻓﺮوﺷﻨﺪه اﻋﻼم و وزن آن ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪ ﺑﺮ ﻣﺒﻨﺎي ﺧﺸﻚ ﻟﺤﺎظ ﮔﺮدد ﻟﺬا وزن واﻗﻌﻲ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟـﻪ ارﺳـﺎﻟﻲ)(Mr
ﺗﻮﺳﻂ راﺑﻄﻪ زﻳﺮ ﻣﺤﺎﺳﺒﻪ و ارﺳﺎل ﮔﺮدد:

Mr = Md / (1- LOI/100)1
Mr =Real Weight of each cargo
Md=Dray weight of each cargo
)LOI =Loss of ignition (wt%
* ﻣﻌﻴﺎر وزن ﺧﺎﻟﺺ ﺧﺮﻳﺪاري ﺷﺪه ﻛﺎﺗﺎﻟﻴﺴﺖ در راﺑﻄﻪ ﻓﻮق  Mdﻣﻲ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ.
* ﺑﻪ ﻋﻨﻮان ﻣﺜﺎل  Wd=Wr x (1- LOI%) = 8988 (1-0.11)=8000 TONSﺑـﺎ ﺗﻮﺟـﻪ ﺑـﻪ  %11ﻣﻴـﺰان  LOIاﻋﻼﻣـﻲ ﺷـﺮﻛﺖ
 REZELﻣﻴﺰان ﻛﺎﺗﺎﻟﻴﺴﺖ ﺧﺸﻚ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻠﻲ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ  8988ﺗﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ .ﮔﺮﭼﻪ ﻣﻴﺰان  LOIﺑﺎزرس ﺷﺨﺺ ﺛﺎﻟﺚ ﻣﺒﻨﺎي ﻣﺤﺎﺳـﺒﻪ وزن در ﻫـﺮ
ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪ  2000ﺗﻨﻲ ﺧﻮاﻫﺪ ﺑﻮد.
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ﺑﻪ ﻣﻨﻈﻮر ﺑﻬﺒﻮد ﺣﺪاﻛﺜﺮي ﻛﻴﻔﻴﺖ ﻛﺎﺗﺎﻟﻴﺴﺖ ﭘﺲ از ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ ﻫﺮ  2000ﺗﻦ از ﻛﺎﺗﺎﻟﻴﺴﺖ آﺧﺮﻳﻦ ﺷﺮاﻳﻂ واﺣﺪ ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻛﺎرﺷﻨﺎﺳـﺎن ﻓﺮوﺷـﻨﺪه
ﻣﻮرد ﺑﺮرﺳﻲ ﻗﺮار ﮔﻴﺮد و در ﺻﻮرت ﻧﻴﺎز ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮات ﻻزم در ﻓﻮرﻣﻮﻻﺳﻴﻮن ﻛﺎﺗﺎﻟﻴﺴﺖ در ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪ ﺑﻌﺪ ﻣﺪﻧﻈﺮ ﻗﺮار ﮔﻴﺮد.

 -3ﻓﺮوﺷﻨﺪه ﻣﻮﻇﻒ اﺳﺖ ﻛﻠﻴﻪ اﻟﺰاﻣﺎت و آﺋﻴﻦﻧﺎﻣﻪﻫﺎي ﺣﻤﻞ و ﻧﻘﻞ ﺟﺎدهاي را رﻋﺎﻳﺖ ﻧﻤﺎﻳﺪ.
-4

ﺑﺮﮔﻪ اﻃﻼﻋﺎت اﻳﻤﻨﻲ ﻣﻮاد ) (MSDSﺑﺮ روي ﺗﻤﺎﻣﻲ ﺑﺴﺘﻪﻫﺎي ﻛﺎﺗﺎﻟﻴﺴﺖ اﻟﺼﺎق ﺷﻮد.

 -5ﺷﺮﻛﺖ /ﻓﺮوﺷﻨﺪه داراي ﮔﻮاﻫﻴﻨﺎﻣﻪ  ISO 14001ﻧﺴﺨﻪ  2015ﺑﺎﺷﺪ .
 -6ﺑﺴﺘﻪﺑﻨﺪي اﺻﻮﻟﻲ و اﺳﺘﺎﻧﺪارد و در داﺧﻞ ﻛﺎﻧﺘﻴﻨﺮ ﺟﻬﺖ ﺟﻠﻮﮔﻴﺮي از ﻫﺮﮔﻮﻧﻪ اﻧﺘﺸﺎر ﺑﻪ ﻣﺤﻴﻂ رﻋﺎﻳﺖ ﮔﺮدد.
 -7ﻣﺸﺨﺼﺎت ﺗﻜﻤﻴﻠﻲ ﭘﻴﻮﺳﺖ ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﺪ:

ﻣﺤﻞ ﻣﻬﺮ ﻓﺮوﺷﻨﺪه:

ﻣﺤﻞ ﻣﻬﺮ ﺧﺮﻳﺪار:

Technical Specifications for Supply of RFCC Catalyst

1- Introduction
Imam Khomeini Oil Refining Company (IKORC) invites sealed tenders from Approved
Suppliers as per the product specifications, terms and conditions described in this
document for 8000 ton (dry basis)* of RFCC catalyst.
The Residue Fluid Catalytic Cracking (RFCC) unit with a design capacity of 94387
BPSD, is designed to process a blend of the treated residue from RCD, LVGO & HVS
from VDU, and HGO from CDU2.
The purpose of this unit is to convert residue material into more valuable hydrocarbon
products, such as propylene, cracked gasoline and so on. This is the main conversion unit
of the Project. RFCC Unit is designed to perform “Maximum Gasoline Production”
mode. RFCC Unit consists of three sections, i.e., Reactor-Regenerator and Flue Gas
section, Main Fractionation section, and Gas Concentration section. Two stage
regenerator technology with a catalyst cooler is adopted for the regenerator design. A
Third Stage Separator is provided to remove the catalyst fines in the flue gas to meet the
environmental regulation. The products from RFCC Unit are further processed and/ or
treated by the downstream unit.LPG from the RFCC unit will be routed to LPG Merox
unit and a downstream Propylene unit to manufacture polymer grade Propylene. The full
range cat cracked, debutanized gasoline will be routed to the downstream Gasoline
Hydrotreater to meet the Motor Gasoline Pool sulfur specifications. A part of LCO will
be routed to a hydrotreater to be blended into the final diesel pool and a part will be used
as a cutter stock for fuel oil pool.
The main objectives are:
 Run at design or higher throughput
 Run with design heavy feed containing 185m3/hr or higher treated VR
 Maximize gasoline yield; design or higher
 Maximize gasoline RON; design or higher.
 Design LPG yield with higher LPG olefin content
 Minimize dry gas yield and Slurry
Consider the following limited tender for purchasing the required catalyst including
technical services and trainings as clarified in the following specifications.

*Note: 10000 ton dry basis amount of catalyst is based on net dried (at 1000℃ )weight of catalyst.

2- General Points


















In this tender the winner will supply 8000 tons of RFCC catalyst with the divided supply
of two 5000 tons of catalyst with 6 month gap in between as per tender document
specification.
IKORC reserve the right to extend due date of tender, accept or reject any tender in part
or full, without assigning any reason whatsoever.
Each package shall be labeled indicating the Hazardous Nature, Brief Handling
Procedure and Precautions to be followed.
Test Certificate for physical and chemical properties and laboratory analysis are required
with each batch of supply.
On receipt of product, samples will be drawn for testing at our laboratory and if found to
be in accordance with our specifications, the same shall be taken in to account.
Bidder shall submit detailed information along with the offer regarding the direct/indirect
impact of their product on people, equipment, environment and material etc. Material
Safety Data Sheet to be submitted with the technical bid.
The material shall be packed in accordance with the rule in weatherproof, shipment
worthy eco-friendly packing, labeled and indicating clearly the description of item,
hazardous nature if any and precautions/care to be taken.
Offers and all correspondence must be in English language only.
The commercial terms offered by the bidder should be firm, clear and specific as the
tenders shall normally be finalized without seeking further clarification.
Bidder to confirm that free replacement shall be made in case the material supplied is
rejected.
After documents evaluation, visiting three similar reference units and catalyst production
plant would be necessary for final technical approval.
Vendor to note that catalyst will be loaded at a time determined by IKORC. Guarantees
will hold valid from the time whenever feedstock is introduced for the first time.
Spent catalyst (E-Cat) should be safe for disposal as per international safety standards.
Vendor shall specify the standard and detailed procedure.
Prior to delivery of each batch of catalyst, in addition to submitting Certificate of
Analysis and Certificate of Conformity, third party inspection should be done. Only after
accepting third party inspection report by IKORC, delivery would be possible. Third
party inspection report must include, but not limited, catalyst physical and chemical
properties, packaging condition, appearance and labeling.

3- Pre-Qualification Technical Criteria


Bidder is required to submit 1 kg sample of each catalyst to IKORC. Samples are
required to be submitted before the due date of tender, and after test will be kept as
witness. Offer, without samples is liable to be rejected.



The catalyst supplier shall be a catalyst manufacturer and should have supplied catalyst
for RFCC to any refinery outside country of manufacturing plant in the immediate
preceding 10 years from the date of this tender. Reference details including the catalyst
performance report, contact detail and copy of the purchase order to be attached.



The catalyst supplier shall provide minimum three reference units regarding successful
and satisfactory performance of the offered catalyst(s) for the RFCC in units operating
under similar conditions and same or better guaranteed performance outside country of
manufacturing plant as below:
1. Catalyst manufacturer must have 3 similar references which at least one of them
should be won.
2. Reference units must be outside the country of manufacturing plant (international
experience)
3. Supplied catalyst must be minimum 1000 ton for each PO
4. Units catalyst inventory must be minimum 500 ton
5. Units must have two stage regenerator
6. The reference unit feed should be 0.94 specific gravity, 15 ppm metal, 4.5 wt%
CCR
7. The reference unit must run at design or higher throughput
8. The reference unit E-Cat should contain minimum 5000 ppm metal
The references catalyst must have completed minimum one year of successful operation.
Reference details including the feed/products quality, operating condition and catalyst
performance report to be attached.



IKORC may at its discretion seek the performance details of the supplier’s catalyst(s)
from end users with similar plants who are using the same catalyst technology, which is
offered to IKORC. In the event of receipt of non-satisfactory performance, the catalyst(s)
offered will deem to be technically disqualified and this offer will not be considered for
further evaluation.

4- Technical Evaluation Criteria
In the evaluation the catalyst should meet all condition including but not limited to feed
and products specifications, reference units and operation condition in this document to
be accepted.
Catalyst with better guaranteed performance and lower catalyst make up may gain more
technical score and priority based on table 1.Minimum acceptable technical score is 70.
Offered prices will be corrected based on following formula:
L=[100×C]/[100-[i×[100-t]]]
L: corrected price
C: offered price (in the envelop)
i: effective factor, for this case it is 0.4
t: technical score, which is proposal evaluation score based on table 1
Commercial proposals will be compared based on corrected price.

Table 1 Catalyst Technical Evaluation Items
Item
Similar Reference
Unit

Technical Support

Catalyst Performance

Effectiveness% Note
35%
Minimum 3 similar reference units
Minimum one year of successful operation
Reference unit details, contact information and catalyst
performance report to be attached
30%
Technical services including customized procedures,
catalyst manual, details of training, E-Cat analysis,
providing performance report and regular site visit
Technical abilities including providing technical
documentation and two days RFCC seminar in IKORC
before official date of tender to evaluate technical ability
of catalyst supplier
35%
Including catalyst make up, gasoline yield, RON and unit
economy

5- Feed Properties
The RFCC unit processes a blend of following feeds.





Treated Residue – 70.6 VOL%
LVGO – 12.1 VOL%
HVS – 11.1 VOL%
HGO – 6.2 VOL%

Table 2 Properties of RFCC Feed
Feedstock
Source Unit

Treated
Residue
RCD

LVGO

HVS

HGO

Blended

VDU

VDU

CDU2

-

TBP Cut Range, ºC

320+

320-373

482-535

320-373

Blended Ratio, Vol%

70.6

12.1

11.1

6.2

100.0

66,551

11,466

10,514

5,856

94,387

0.952

0.878

0.957

0.896

0.9401

Amount, BPSD

Test Method

Feedstock Properties
Sp.Gr. (60ºF/60ºF)

ASTM D-1298
ASTM D1160

Distillation (ºC)
IBP

241

355

224

270

10 vol%

287

468

317

322

30 vol%

315

497

345

419

50 vol%

333

513

364

520

70 vol%

356

534

388

628

90 vol%

382

-

421

655

FBP

421

-

453

724

@ 760mmHg

Total Sulfur (wt%)

0.4

2.3

2.9

2.3

1.01

ASTM D-4294

Total Nitrogen
(ppmw)
Conradson Carbon
Residue (wt%)
Ni (ppmw)

2100

1050

2600

1050

1976

ASTM D-4629

6.0

-

1.5

-

4.45

ASTM D-189

8.0

-

2

-

5.9

UOP-391

V (ppmw)

11.8

-

3

-

8.7

UOP-391

6- Products Properties (must guarantee)






The following operating conditions and feed quality and, the Warranted product yields will
be the basis for penalty and liabilities for those conditions and properties.
The supplier should agree to the above and promise to provide a performance warrantee on
the same
Arak will conduct test-run once the catalyst changeover is completed. The test run will be
conducted for the above unit conditions to achieve the warranted product yield. In case the
warranted yield is not matched, Arak can give one/two opportunities to the supplier to reblend the catalyst.
The following liabilities are on the supplier in case the warranted product yield is not
achieved.

Table 3 Product Quality and Quantity
Item

Unit

Expect value

Feed Capacity

BPSD
m3/hr

94387
625.3

RFCC Gasoline Yield

wt %

44.79*

Desired

wt %

Max.**

LPG Yield

vol %

-

Propylene Yield

wt %

4.9**

-

94

Aromatic

vol %

27.1

Olefin

vol %

33.4

C4

mol. %

1

Sulfur

ppm

1000

LCO

vol %

Sulfur in LCO

wt %

0.69

Coke

wt %

7.5***

Slurry

vol %

-

Dry Gas

wt %

**

ton/day

25 max

Estimated by catalyst vendor

RFCC Gasoline Properties
RON

Catalyst Consumption

*
Based on 221°C Gasoline FBP
** The maximum possible operating yield based on exist pump and compressor are mentioned on table4
*** SUPPLIER Design Value

Table 4 Operating Conditions
Design Operating
Condition

Item

Estimated by
Catalyst Vendor

Reactor
Feed rate

m3/hr

625.3

Feed preheat temperature

deg C

232

Riser outlet temperature

deg C

532

Reactor pressure

barg

1.7

Combustion air

KNm3/hr

468

Regenerator pressure

barg

2.4

Dense bed temperature (max)

deg C

710 (739)

Delta Coke

-

Catalyst Addition

wt. %
kg/kg
Feed

Coke burning rate

kg/hr

-

Catalyst Circulation Rate, max

ton/hr

5000

Regenerator

-

Catalyst Oil Ratio

-

Catalyst Inventory

Ton

1500

E-Cat Metal

ppm

-

Target E-Cat Activity

69
The design operating conditions

Wet gas compressor flow

KNm3/h

125

RFCC Gasoline Yield
LPG Yield

Nm3/h

326

Nm3/h

186

Propylene Yield

WT%

4.9

Dry Gas

KNm3/h

46

7- Required Information

-

Table 5General Catalyst Data
Fresh USY Zeolite Catalyst

Catalyst Type
No.

Specification

1
2

Bulk density A.B.D

0.70 - 0.80 gr/cc
A.P.S
P.S.D 0-20 microns

3
Particle size
distribution PSD

4
5
6

P.S.D 0-40 microns
P.S.D 20-40 Microns
>=105 Microns

Physical
Properties

7
8

Required: 8000 MT

Attrition Resistance(CAI)*
Surface Area (m2/gr)

70 - 85
Max 2.0 wt%
5-15wt%
To be reported
<=35 wt%
5±2
260±30

9

Fresh Zeolite / Matrix* Surface Area Rated

10

Pore Volume(ml/g)

11

Unit Cell Size(Angstrom)

To be reported

12
13

Thermal stability

To be reported
To be reported

14
15
16

0.3-0.5

Pore distribution (strippability)
Micro Activity MAT(ASTM D-3907/D-5154) or ACE / FST

Catalyst
Property

To be reported

82± 3

Matrix activity & porosity

To be reported

Loss on Ignition

To be reported

17

Al2O3 (wt%)

To be reported

18

Rare Earth Oxides (wt%)

To be reported

Chemical Analysis

19
20
21
22

Chemical
Properties

Zeolite content/ silica to alumina
ratio
ZSM5
Additives (CO Promoter,…)
Sodium Content (Na2O)

To be reported
To be reported
None
To be reported

23

SO4

To be reported

24

V (DB%)

To be reported

25

Ni (DB%)

To be reported

Impurities

26
27

Ni+V

To be reported
10000 ppm in E-Cat

28

Metals resistance
Fe

29

Gasoline Yield (wt%)

30

LPG

To be reported

Gas Factor

To be reported

31

Performance
Forecast

32
33

Conversion

Coke Factor/ Coke selectivity

Gasoline RON

34

Operating Regen. Dense bed temperature (max)°C

35

Unit Conditions
36
37
40
41
42

Technical Support

Reactor Temp. °C
Catalyst Make Up
Catalyst inventory
Technical & Customer Services(Training)
User & Reference List (company name & country &
year & address)
Practical Background

To be reported
Max.

Low
Max.
710 (739)
532
To be reported
1500 tons
Required
Required
Required

*Catalyst attrition to be in the acceptable range for controlling catalyst circulating lost
** Matrix must contain Nickel and Vanadium trap to maximize catalyst stability
***The items that the figures are requested as to be reported will be used as the technical score for bid
evaluation

Table 6 Specification of Proposed Catalyst
Item

Value
*

MAT /ACE WITH CPS conversion , %wt
Total SA, m2/g

Test method
ASTM D7964/7206
ASTM D3663-99

Zeolite SA, m2/g
Zeolite Unit Cell Size, Angstrom
Pore Volume, cc/g
ABD, g/cc

ASTM D4512-99

PSD, %w :

ASTM D4464

0-20 microns
0-40 microns
APS, µm
Alumina Oxide, %w (Dry Basis)
Sodium, %wt (Dry Basis)
Rare Earth Oxide, %w (Dry Basis)

ASTM D4464
XRF
ASTM D1977-98
XRF

SO4, %w (Dry Basis)
LOI, %w
Attrition Index

ASTM D5757-00/jet cup

Table 7 Estimated E-Cat Specification
Item

Proposed Catalyst by vendor
Unit

MAT conversion

wt%

Total SA

m2/g

Pore Volume

cc/g

ABD

g/cc

0-20 microns

%w

0-40 microns

%w

APS

µm

Fe

ppm

Ni

ppm

V

ppm

Na

ppm

Coke Factor

%w

Hydrogen Factor

%w

Value

This table to be completed by catalyst vendor for their acceptable range of their withdrawed
Ecat.

8- PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES
8.0Guarantee Basis
The guarantee agreement which would be provided to IKORC establishes the relationships and
obligations of each party concerning Supplier's warranties for the catalyst makeup and performance.
The agreement defines the mechanism whereby the various performance tests will be conducted, the
guaranteed product qualities and catalyst consumption, and limitations concerning the period of
time over which performance tests may be conducted. The results of these performance tests will be
used to determine the conformance of the catalyst performance based onSupplier's guarantees.
Supplier takes guarantees very seriously, particularly for catalyst performanceand makeup
ratewhere it typically has high impacton the products yields and actual condition of the unit,
including the catalyst circulation, lost and high coke yield. As will be discussed in Section 8.3,
Supplier is particularly concerned about the cause of operational problems and the condition of the
reactor and regeneratorinternals coming from catalyst.
Termination of this agreement is determined by either IKORC's acceptance (based on the
results of the performance tests) or the payment of liquidated damages by Supplier in
settlement for non-conformance of guarantees. The amount of these liquidated damages are
directly related to the extent to which the guarantees were not met based on following liability
formulas.
8.1 Product Performance Test Guarantees
For determination of IKORC, the product performance test results, Supplier will guarantee that the
proposed catalyst will produce the products meeting the following specifications (averaged over the
seven day product performance test period):
a) Gasoline yield =higher than or equal to 44.8wt% (plus or minus 0.5wt%)
b) Propylene yield = higher than or equal to 4.9wt% (plus or minus 0.5 wt%)
c) Coke make=less than or equal to 7.5wt%

The "plus or minus" value associated with the above figures guarantee is due to the allowable
variance in the repeatability and reproducibility of the test run results.

8.2 Liability for Failure of Product Performance Test
If the catalyst performance fails to meet the product performance test guarantees defined in Section
6, Supplier will provide IKORC with an amount of replacement catalyst in proportion to the extent
to which such guarantees have not been met. The replacement catalyst shall be furnished at no cost
to IKORC, ex-works the point of manufacture of the catalyst.
Fulfillment of Supplier's obligation regarding the product performance guarantees shall be
determined by the following formulas:

C1 =

Actual Gasoline Yield (wt − %)
Guaranteed Gasoline Yield (wt − %)

C2 =

Actual Propylen Yield (wt − %)
Guaranteed Propylen Yield (wt − %)

and,

and,
C3 =

Actual Gasoline RON
Guaranteed Gasoline RON

In the event that either of the product guarantees specified in Section 6 is not met (defined as C1 or
C2 or C3<1), Supplier will provide IKORC with replacement catalyst for that particular product
guarantee per the following catalyst replacement formula:
Catalyst replacement = ((0.65 -(0.5×C1 + 0.1× C2 + 0.05× 3)) (Total quantity of catalyst
purchased)

8.3 Catalyst Consumption Guarantee and Liability
Similar to the product performance guarantee, if the catalyst makeup rate fails to meet this catalyst
performance guarantee, Supplier will provide IKORC with an amount of replacement catalyst
which is in proportion to the extent to which the guarantee was not met. The replacement catalyst
shall be furnished at no cost to IKORC, ex-works the point of manufacture of the catalyst.
Fulfillment of Supplier's obligation regarding the catalyst makeup rate guarantees shall be
determined by the following formula:
C4 =

Guaranteed catalyst Consumption(T/D)
Actual catalyst Consumption(T/D)

In the event that the catalyst consumption guarantee is not met (defined as C4<1), Supplier will
provide IKORC with replacement catalyst per the following catalyst replacement formula:
Catalyst replacement = 0.1×(1-C4) (Total quantity of catalyst purchased)

8.4 Total Liability
Supplier's total catalyst liability for the IKORC catalyst performance and makeup is limited to the
sum of the catalyst replacements calculated in the above Sections 8.2 and 8.3, but in no case shall it
exceed20% of total catalyst price.

9- Penalty
The real catalyst consumption to reach the proposed RFCC yields and performance comparing with
Supplier proposal figures would be the basis for the supply of additional free of charge amount of
catalyst which is clarified on previous items.

10-

Other Required Documents and Information

1- Delivery time
24 weeks from order and receipt of advances payments in our accountwith the divided
supply of two 10000 tons of catalyst with 6 month gap in between
2- Shelf life
Three years to be considered for the catalyst shelf life.
3- Liquidated damages
In case of late delivery, 0.5% per week with a maximum of 5% of the value of nondelivered catalyst to be deducted from corresponding invoiced value.
4- Required Packing Details
20 feet sea bulk container which can contain 18 tons of catalyst.Containers should have
flange and attachment device compatible to unit loading device. Containers price to be
considered in catalyst price.
Dimensions approximately: 6.l m L × 2.4m W × 2.6m H
5- Technical proposal should contain following items
 Invoice
 Packing list
 Reference list of RFCC catalyst consumer including description of units and
operating data
 Certificate of Compliance
 Certificate of Analysis
 Catalyst performance guarantee based on design condition
 ACE / FST device specification and detail should be mention in proposal
 QC and QA certificates
 Details of performance guarantees and compensation
6- Free Required Technical Service (should be mentioned in proposal)
1- Detailed and customized catalyst operating including but not limited to startup, shut
down, emergency and troubleshooting procedures and manual.
2- Training to be considered for 10 process engineers and operators in catalyst
manufacturing plant and one of RFCC catalyst consumer with total duration of two
weeks for controlling catalyst performance and allthe relevant charges to be
considered in catalyst price.
3- Catalyst manufacturer shall provide 5 days RFCC training coursein IKORC.
4- Weekly E-Cat full analysis.
5- Quarterly feed and products full analysis.

6- Review and analysis unit operating data and provide monthly unit monitoring
report and heat/mass balance calculation (including spreadsheet file).
7- Quarterly technical service team site visit and provide comprehensive performance
and optimization report. Vendor shall provide technical assistance for troubleshooting
arising in the unit till the catalyst is in use even after the guarantee period exceeds.
8- For catalyst specification approval, catalyst manufacturer approved test method and
test details to be issued.
9- Third party inspection.

11-

User Reference List
Catalyst manufacturer must have at least three international user references and
provide catalyst performance report for evaluation. Reference units must have these
criteria:
 Catalyst manufacturer must have 3 similar references which at least one of them

should be won based on back to back trial
 Reference units must be outside the country of manufacturing plant (international
experience)
 Supplied catalyst must be minimum 1000 ton for each PO
 Units catalyst inventory must be minimum 500 ton
 Units must have two stage regenerator
 The reference unit feed should have minimum0.94 specific gravity, 15 ppm metal
(Ni+V), 4.5 wt% CCR
 The reference unit must run at design or higher throughput
 The reference unit E-Cat should contain minimum 5000 ppm metal (Ni+V)

12-

Mandatory separated offer

This item to be offered in detailed technical and commercially with separated price.
SOx additive
200 tons catalyst additives for removing 50% of SOx from RFCC flue gas ( 1700 PPM
SO2) for 1500 ton catalyst inventory and one month operation and the relevant loading
device to be considered. (Dosage Rate: 3 ton per day)
Gasoline sulfur reduction additive
400 tons additive for removing

(1200 PPM
Design Gasoline Sulfur and 750 PPM Normal gasoline Sulfur) for 1500 ton
50% sulfur

in

gasoline

product

catalyst inventory and one month operation and the relevant loading device to be considered.
(Dosage Rate: 6 ton per day)

ZSM5
 200 tons ZSM5 as LPG propylene production promoter and the relevant loading
device to be consider. (Dosage Rate: 3 tons per day)

----------------------------------------Another alternative that the blend of above 3 additives about 800 tons ( summation of
above figures) with a single loading and mixing device (12 ton/day) is our preference.
For additives (flue gas DeSOx / gasoline sulfur reduction / ZSM5) payment terms,
due to operational aspect and uncertainty, the additive performance base quality and
yield prediction protocol including test methods, dosage and details of loading device
(capacity, type,…) to be clarified in your offer. Based on your offer details, [ in
which for each additive (Flue gas DeSOx/gasoline sulfur reduction /ZSM5), three
separate offer and three separate price], three technical score will be achieved. The
additive payment terms will be 100% against shipping documents and third partly
Inspection and those technical score will be implemented in additive prices (Same as
catalyst price). The offered protocol and basis will be the implemented for
calculating the performance penalties.

1- The Additives mandatory items as per following specifications and loading
devices with the following details to be clarified in the offer with separate
optional price.
SOx additive
200 tons catalyst additives ( in 20 tons sea bulk containers, same as catalyst packing) for

removing 50% of SOx from RFCC flue gas ( 1700 PPM SO2) for 1500 ton catalyst
inventory and one month operation and the relevant loading device as per following
specifications to be considered. (Dosage Rate: 3 ton per day)

Table – specifications of DeSOx FCC Additive
Item
Units
Value
ABD
Total surface Area
Attrition Index
PSD:
0-20 µ
0-40 µ
0-150 µ
Dosage

g/cc
m2 /g
wt%

0.8-0.90
>
<

wt%
wt%
wt%
T/day

<
<
>90
<

Gasoline sulfur reduction additive
for removing

400 tons additive ( in 20 tons sea bulk containers, same as catalyst packing )

50% sulfur in gasoline product (1200 PPM Design Gasoline Sulfur and 750 PPM
Normal gasoline Sulfur) for 1500 ton catalyst inventory and one month operation and
the relevant loading device as per following specifications to be considered. (Dosage Rate: 5 ton
per day)

Table – specifications of GSN Sulfur Reduction FCC Additive
Item
Units
Value
ABD
Pore Volume
Total surface Area
Attrition Index
Na2O(dry basis)
RE2O3

g/cc
cc/g
m2 /g
wt%
wt%
wt%

0.7-0.80
>
>
<
<
>

PSD:
0-20 µ
0-40 µ
APS
Dosage

wt%
wt%
µ
T/day

<
<
70-90
<

ZSM5
200 tons ZSM5 ( in 20 tons sea bulk containers, same as catalyst packing) as LPG propylene
production promoter and the relevant loading device as per following specifications to be
considered. (Dosage Rate: 3 ton per day)

Table – specifications of ZSM5 FCC Additive
Item
Units
Na2O(dry basis)
LOI (800C /1 hr)
Pore Volume
Total surface Area
ABD
MAT Conversion
Attrition Index
PSD:
0-20 µ
0-40 µ
0-150 µ
APS
Dosage

Value

wt%
wt%
cc/g
m2 /g
g/cc
wt%
wt%

<
<
>
>
0.7-0.85
>
<

wt%
wt%
wt%
µ
T/day

<
<
>
65-80
<3

In case of good performance of each of above additives the additional batch of each
additive will be ordered based on the wined price.
Additive Loading Device Specifications: (Mandatory item)
For above 3 additives about 800 tons ( summation of above figures) Two parallel
loading and mixing device(10 ton/day for each one with turn down ratio 50%, 1
operating and 1 spare) as per attached UOP spec. and drawing to be considered in your
offer with separate optional price.
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Optional Offer

The technical offer must contain followings as optional item with separate price:

Metal passivation
 Additive for passivation of Nickel and Vanadium in the feed for 1500 ton catalyst
inventory and one month operation
 Additive injection package to be considered
 Upon the passivation effectiveness the final purchase order will be submitted
ACE device
 ACE device including GC is required for bilateral catalyst performance checking.

